Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. Mrs Miller runned when she saw three mouses

2. Did you read green eggs and ham at the library

3. Write the past tense of the words below.
   come ____________    run ___________     hide ___________      sit ___________

4. Underline the root word in the words below.
   reheat             unsafe             thankful             worthless             dishonest             unsafely

5. Circle the correct way to write a greeting.
   dear Ella,               Dear Ella                    Dear Ella,                    Dear, Ella

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. Don’t forget your coat, said mom

2. We stoped by burger queen on our way home

3. Add a prefix to the words to match the meanings in (parentheses)
   _____heat (heat again)       _____happy (not happy)   _____honest (not honest)

4. Add ing to the words below by writing the word on the lines. Follow the spelling rules.
   take _______________        hop _______________         play _______________

5. Underline the predicate in the sentence below. Circle the linking verb.

   The kids are on the playground.
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. Mr. Smith doesn't like to sing but he likes to dance.

2. We bought some new movies that we hadn't seen.

3. Write the contractions for the words below.
   have not _______________  he had _______________  there is ______________

4. Divide the words below into syllables with a /.
   prepare  order  carton  hairy

5. Circle the correct word to complete the sentence.
   My ice cream cone is bigger / biggest than your ice cream cone.

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. We put pares cherrys and peaches in our fruit salad.

2. He hasn't read the boy who cried wolf before.

3. Write the abbreviations for the words below.
   Mister _______  Missus _______  Doctor _______  Avenue _______

4. Write the contractions correctly on the lines.
   didn't _______________  hasn't' _______________  cant _______________

5. Underline the predicate in the sentence below. Circle the helping verb.
   The black dog was running down the street.
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. grace wouldn’t stop singin at lunch

2. wyatt hided behind a chare at the party

3. Circle the closed syllables in the words below.
   remind  bacon  label  hotel

4. Circle the open syllables in the words below.
   remind  bacon  label  hotel

5. Circle the two things being compared in the simile before.
   His teeth were as yellow as a banana.

1. Write the correct contraction for the words below.

   there is _____________  she had _____________  should not _____________
   have not _____________  we would _____________  it is _____________

2. Divide the following words into syllables with a /.
   fairly  airport  hairy  cheerful
   dirty  perfect  staring

3. Add an apostrophe to the contractions below.

   couldn’t  they’d  she’s  wouldn’t